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The Best In Boxed Wines:
Thinking Inside The Box

Boxed is Beautiful

Before you dismiss the idea of
boxed wines as a tasteless (on many
levels) suggestion, consider this:
boxed wine stays fresh a minimum
of four weeks, it’s shatter-proof,
portable, will never have cork taint,
and is more environmentally
conscious. In fact the total energy
used to produce one box or tetra
pack is about 1/3 the energy
required to produce a glass bottle,

leaving a carbon footprint one-half the size that of a wine bottle.

Feeling virtuous about your consumption is a nice perk, but what really
matters at the end of the day is taste. There’s good news on this front as well:
boxed wines have come a long way since the el cheapo days. The variety is
impressive, with producers offering everything from Moscato to Monastrell
and many smaller, family-owned wineries selling boxed versions of their
wines. There are even producers, such as Yellow and Blue, who sell only
organic boxed wines.  For our tasting we put 17 boxed wines to the test,
inviting friends and neighbors (read: no formal wine judges) over to play
critic for an evening.  Overall, the biggest surprise was the quality and as
testimonial, one taster quipped, “Most of these wines are actually too good to
serve to my mother-in-law.”

Our Everyman Rating Scale:

1. Swill: I wouldn’t even cook with it
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And the Winners Are:

Reds:

Overall Winner—- 4.5/From the Tank Vin
Rouge, (3L) 2010, $35.99. From France’s Cote
du Rhone region, this blend of Grenache, Syrah and
Carignan was the most highly rated wine overall.
Praised for its smoothness, balance and ripe cherry
fruits it’s a pleasurable crowd pleaser.

4/Maipe Malbec, (3L) 2010,$29.99.   Loads of
chocolate and dark cherry come together in the
glass with lots of delicious vanilla and warm spices. 
It’s a heart-warming wine with a playful spank of
white pepper at the finish. Red wine lovers will be
pleased.

3.5/Black Box Cabernet Sauvignon, (3L)
2010, $24.99. A lighter styled Cabernet
Sauvignon with blackberries and some chocolate, it
has a pinch of Zinfandel and Syrah which makes
things interesting.

3.5/Yellow+Blue Malbec, (1L) 2010,
$12.Tasters liked the light, easy, pleasing berry

fruit that popped out of the glass. Perfect for a light red on a warm day.

Whites:

4/French Rabbit Chardonnay, (1L) 2010, $9.99. The tropical fruits,
such as peaches and apricots, had great crowd-appeal. Not at all an oaky
wine, very clean and bright.

3/Bandit Pinot Grigio, (1L) 2010, $8.99.  Crisp and refreshing, this very
typical Pinot Grigio has notes of lime and pear. Tasters agreed it would be
great by the pool on a hot day.

3/La Petit Frog, Picpoul de Pinet (3L), 2010, $29.99.  This bright,
zippy wine with lots of mineral freshness and personality is made from the
Picpoul grape. Tasters loved the zippy peachy-lime notes too, comparing it to
a New Zealand styled Sauvignon Blanc without the intense grapefruit
qualities.

Back of the Box: A few things to consider when enjoying boxed wines:

2. Blah: What I’d expect from a box wine

3. Average: I’d serve it to my mother-in-law

4. Really Good Stuff

5. Fabulous, would never know it came from a box
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I’ve been trotting the globe in pursuit of wine, food
and travel stories for over 12 years. From the
vineyards of Argentina to the press houses of
Champagne, I’ve met a world of fascinating people
who have stories to share. In between adventures I
review restaurants for The Atlantan and cover wine
and food for Men’s Book and Jezebel magazines. I
turn on my southern charm for my work in
Southern Living and channel my inner wine geek
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Keep it refrigerated after breaking the seal; it will retain freshness even longer
than four weeks.

Allow some time for the wine to open up after dispensing, boxed wines get
absolutely no air after bottling, as a wine with a cork might, and can initially
come off tight and brassy.

Recycle it!
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